VisuLyte™ V-Series
Automated Music Visualizer for Stage and Club
FEATURES:

















Low cost and commercial quality for continuous operation
Ultra-Bright up to 800 LEDs total
Strips arranged as single sided in a semi-circle layout
High energy music interactive patterns
Automatic audio level controlled with integrated Microphone
Automatic animation scene sequencing change on audio content
Auto standby mode when silent for more than 15 seconds
Auto sleep mode when silent for more than 30 minutes
110 or 220vac External power supply
Mounting option kits; beam hanger, floor stand or wall mount
Easy setup/breakdown for portable usage
V8-72 Dimensions: 1” depth x 75” tall x 12 ft. wide (8 Strips)
V8-36 Dimensions: 1” depth x 39” tall x 6 ft. wide( 8 Strips)
V5-36 Dimensions: 1” depth x 39” tall x 6 ft. wide (5 Strips)
Full Circle Add Lamps are available

No Setup
Exclusive High-Energy Ultra-bright
light patterns react to audio.
VisuLyte™ VL-V8-72 shown

VisuLyte™ Automated Music Visualizer operates as a fully automatic 12 animation light show. No Direct
control is needed, let the music take control. The VisuLyte™ product series is offered in different sizes and
configurations to fit most venues. VisuLyte™ exclusive high-energy ultra-bright light patterns react to audio
with it's integrated AGC microphone. Just mount, plug-in, no programming or setup.
VisuLyte™ is fully automatic updating it's patterns based on the audio loudness, frequency and beat.
In addition each of the 12 patterns will react with changing color, motion and brightness to visualize all the
music's subtleties. Units operate independently of each other creating a very interesting visual experience.
With 20K Lumens (V8-72) great for stage lighting events. DJ's and bands can have
a easy to setup light show to really see the music in real-time!
Available in multiple sizes from Semi-Circle to Full-Circle configurations.
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